In the May 5, 2016 issue of the Occidental Observer is refreshingly revealing article entitled "Mind Pollution – The Promotion of Sexual Perversion on National TV ..." In this article we are introduced to one Jenji Kohan, a "Jewish" TV writer and devout follower of the religion "Judaism", who attends not just one, but two synagogues. Ms. Kohan is apparently very well compensated having written for popular shows such as Sex and the City, Gilmore Girls, Mad About You, Orange is the New Black and The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air. She is featured in big media “Jewish” owned rags like Time magazine, which according to the O.O. article termed her a "force of nature", lauding her "genius" in being able to depict shady characters who are "a breathtaking riot of color and diverse sexual orientation." When one examines the so-called "genius" of Ms. Kohan we find that it is based largely upon her ability to lace her scripts with toxic doses of what the author of the article terms "Jewish values". What are these "values" and why should we be concerned about them?

Television script writer Jenji Kohan

In one episode of a show entitled "Weeds" Kohan has the main character, a mother, "tearing up nude photos of herself and flushing them down the toilet ... because she has caught her son masturbating over them. She is shown lecturing her son on the inadvisability of masturbating over her." In one word the very idea of building a story line around such a premise is SICK and speaks volumes as to the demented mindset of the scriptwriter and the very agenda of television “programming”. In another of her scripts entitled "Californication" Kohan has a nun dressed in a clerical robe "going down on her knees ... to dispense oral sex to a stranger who has just dropped into the church to seek help for his sex problems."

First of all, aside from these script ideas being demented, outlandish and extremely inappropriate we may note that if a "Jewish" scriptwriter is going to bash a religion it most certainly is NOT going to be Judaism. The bashing is always against Christianity or Catholicism. On television sitcoms or dramas you will never see so-called "religious" "Jews" or their rabbis painted in a negative light because "Jews" would never want to draw attention to the fact that their rabbis are the most immoral, perverted bunch of pseudo-"religious" hucksters on the planet. If you believe that pedophiles parading as holy men are only found among Catholic priests or protestant preachers we suggest that you look into the story of one Rabbi Yehuda Kolko. From 1967 through the 2000s Kolko raped hundreds of young boys while working as a "counselor" in various kosher camps. Rather than indict and send this serial pedophile to prison where he belonged he was simply moved from one place to another for four decades to continue his abuse of young boys, many of whom suffered sexual problems later in life. The entire sordid story is meticulously documented in Michael Hoffman's monumental book "Judaism Discovered – From Its Own Texts".
"Jewish" scriptwriters for TV and movies will stretch the bounds of probability to paint nuns as whores and protestant preachers as sex fiends but they will never, ever paint the rabbinical establishment or the "religion" of Judaism in anything other than the most flattering colors. Why? Because they know that is the one line they cannot cross and if they do, their cushy career as a scriptwriter is likely to end in a puff of smoke. Secondly, the viewer of mass propaganda is intended to swallow the idea that these types of things happen all the time, particularly in WHITE religious establishments, which they most certainly do not, though the long-range plan of "Jewish" mass media "programmers" is to "normalize" ALL perversion in order to bring the masses down to the moral level of animals and thus the activities of perverts (like Kolko) will be less shocking. A morally depraved populace also provides political justification for an ever increasing government tyranny to deal with the problems resulting from rampant depravity. This is a broad example of the devilish "Hegelian dialectic" at work. A tyrannical regime will create the very problems intended to be "solved" through more government regulation and television is indeed the "propaganda arm" of the government because the same Zionists run both entities. TV script writers are absolutely required to push a "Jewish"-supremacist agenda which vilifies white culture and especially Christian culture. There is a war going on and the thought control bullets are being fired into your brain from that flat screen in your living room nearly every time you turn it on. Outlandish plots such as Kohan’s are designed to be blushingly funny, because humor is the ideal catalyst to insert depravity into the viewer’s mind.

The two examples of Kohan’s "genius" provided should suffice to give us a glimpse into the cesspool bubbling in her imagination and unfortunately she is typical of “Jewish” Hollywood. If there is any doubt as to her “values” after these two examples of her “work”, she has admitted in an interview

"I want fucking all the time ... That’s one of my things. We’re all doing it. We’re all thinking about it. We don’t see it enough. It’s hot. I love the sex stuff, and I want more ... I love graphic sex, the more sex the better." As a side note, Kohan isn’t exactly “eye candy” and her obsession may be the result of an inability to find wholesome love and sexual fulfillment in her own life which has morphed into disgusting and degrading fantasies unleashed like cluster bombs under the guise of "entertainment". She has also determined that being a purveyor of filth brings great financial reward and this is because “Jews” own and control all of the major television networks and movie studios which they skillfully use for brainwashing the masses to embrace demented “Jewish values” over traditional, healthy Christian morals which “Jews” like Kohan despise and consistently make fun of. All of the major TV networks are allied in an all out war against Christian culture and whites in general. One may also be certain that the intention of this “programming” is to slowly break down moral inhibitions and cause consumers of such audio-video garbage to believe that perverted behaviour is “normal” and/or just another “lifestyle”. Once broken down morally an individual is more likely to engage in the disgusting fantasies purveyed by the “Jewish” “programmers”. The abandonment of Christian morality for “Canaanite values” has brought about the fulfillment of dire Biblical prophecies such as these:

II Peter 3:3 Knowing this first, that there shall come in the last days scoffers, walking after their own lusts,

II Timothy 3:1-4 This know also, that in the last days perilous times shall come. For men shall be lovers of their own selves, covetous, boasters, proud, blasphemers, disobedient to parents, unthankful, unholy, Without natural affection, trucebreakers, false accusers, incontinent, fierce, despisers of those that are good, Traitors, heady, highminded, lovers of pleasures more than lovers of God;

There may be a few readers of this expose’ who cling to the notion that ridiculous, degrading and hateful plots concocted in the brains of
Hollywood scriptwriters are “all in good fun”, not to be taken too seriously and have little effect. Well then ... consider the 2012 movie “Django Unchained”, released by “Jewish” movie producers the Weinstein Brothers and starring black actor Jamie Foxx. The promotional tag line of the movie is “Kill white people and get paid for it, what’s not to like.” Here we have a plot featuring a black bounty hunter who is paid to bring the bodies of overblown super-bad white guys in for collection of his bounty. The movie is a “spaghetti western” which at least is rated R for violence. The Huffington Post says “There’s enough gun violence in the film to make the movie Scarface look like a Disney adventure.” Nevertheless, the movie is given the usual amount of respect in “Jewish” controlled media review circles as if it’s no big deal to suggest that blacks killing whites and having fun doing it is a good thing. We can be sure that this movie and others like it are the perfect vehicle to incite and justify black on white violence in America, which is rampant, but almost entirely unreported. There are many heinous crimes committed by blacks against whites which go entirely unreported whereas anytime a white person commits a crime against a black it becomes a media sensation. Oftentimes Hispanic criminals are said to be “white” so as to further degrade the white race. This lopsided, inaccurate portrayal of “news” is evidence of the psychological war being waged against the white race by racist supremacist “Jews” in control of media.

What if the movie Django had been about a white bounty hunter who brings in super bad black guys for collection of his reward – or a white bounty hunter who hunts down super bad “Jewish” villains? Can you imagine the howls of dissent from the sanctioned “critics”? Can you imagine the charges of “anti-Semitism”. Anti-whiteism on the big and little screens is never called out because supremacist “Jews” won’t allow themselves to be criticized on mainstream media. These days one is hard pressed to find any TV show or movie that depicts whites as good, wise and respectable.

Incidentally, the very word “anti-Semitism” is a misnomer and a damaging and inaccurate thought control “meme” because today’s “Jews” are not Semites. The word “Semite” refers to descendants of Noah’s son Shem as in Shem-ite, which was shortened to “Semite”. Noah was a white man, as was his son Shem. The descendants of Noah’s son Shem were, in turn, white and the bloodline continued on through Abraham, Isaac, Jacob and the twelve tribes of Israel, which were all white people. The term “Saxons” is derived from Isaac’s sons, which when spoken sounds very much like “Saxon”. Today’s “Jews” are descended from Noah’s son Ham, through his son Canaan who married outside of his race and was the progenitor of the off-white to brown skinned Canaanites. If the term “anti-Semitism” were changed to “anti-Canaaniteism” it would be accurate, racially speaking.

The degradation of morals is not, and never has been in the best interest of America’s people -- unless one happens to be a descended by blood from Canaanite tribes such as the Amalekites, Hittites, Horites, Jebusites, Hivites, Edomites, etc. and/or the later Khazars and Ashkenazis who have figured out more than any other “race” how to profit from parasitizing off of their host nations. The moral corruption of our once Christian nations is but one of many tools used by racist-supremacist “Jews” to gain the upper hand over us. Strong families, strong Christian morals and self confidence about your own race are the building blocks of strong communities and a strong nation. For those readers who have been around a few generations, consider how much the morals of America have degraded since you were children. It is an astounding transformation and we can blame our “Jewish” programmers and infiltrators into our churches for the near total breakdown of our once healthy Christian heritage which has been replaced with what we will term “Canaanite values”.

Canaanite Values
If Kohan the Hollywood scriptwriter were an anomaly in the world of "entertainment", a fluke of nature (rather than a force of nature as "Jewish" owned and controlled Time Magazine asserts) then she could be passed off as someone who caters only to existing "pervs", but that is not the case. Quite obviously she has made it her life mission to force feed her depraved fantasies into the collective consciousness whenever and wherever possible. Unfortunately for America “programming” of this sort has been rendered “mainstream” and it is part of a much larger problem, which is that the entire "entertainment" industry is completely dominated by supremacist "Jews" who use their controlled media as a weapon against white, Christian culture in particular and everyone but themselves in general. They work as scriptwriters, as actors and actresses, as producers, as TV and movie executives and as financial backers who make certain that the airwaves, cable lines, the Internet and all other forms of media are filled to the brim with as much filth as the public will tolerate without turning off the toilet tube in disgust, or better yet smashing it with a hammer. This degradation process has been gaining speed ever since "Jews" took over control of the major Hollywood movie studios well over a century ago. All of the major movie and television studios are owned and controlled by racist supremacist Zionist “Jews”. The “programming” has gotten worse with each passing generation. It amounts to an all-out war on Christian moral values which were the bedrock of America and the key to social stability in the nations built by our Christian ancestors.

Isn’t it interesting that while “Jewish” media and powerful “Jewish” pressure groups influencing government legislation promote immigration of non-whites, race mixing, homosexual marriage, transgenderism, and every other form of depravity imaginable in America and other white nations, in ISRAEL, which is a self-admitted “Jewish” state, homosexual marriage is illegal and it is also illegal for “Jews” to marry outside of their own race! If a man who says he identifies as a woman were to attempt to use a woman’s bathroom in Israel he would be laughed out of town. While white nations are being forced by Zionists to take in a flood of aliens, Israel, in order to maintain its precious “Jewish” identity takes in NO refugees and in fact engages in “ethnic cleansing” to eliminate the people from whom the “Jews” stole their land, namely the Palestinians. Thus, the same racist supremacist “Jews” who insist on the ethnic purity of Israel are hell bent on destroying America through mass immigration, multiculturalism and the promotion of sodomite “lifestyles”. The “Jews” behind the scheme to reduce the morals of America and disenfranchise whites in our own nation are despicable hypocrites, but this is only one of many tactics in their Talmudic bag of dirty tricks. They don’t feel any pangs of conscience for being hypocritical as long as you don’t know about it – and you won’t know anything if you get all of your “news” from mainstream media, which unfortunately is par for the course for America’s brain dead, television addicted masses. It is time that white Americans wake up and realize WHO is the most dangerous enemy of America, particularly white Christian America and it is the Zionist, racist supremacist, tribal “Jew”.

Would you say that America or Europe, or any other nation founded by whites is better off having mostly embraced "Jewish values" such as Ms. Kohan’s or the greasy Weinstein Brothers? Is America better off for having taken in millions of refugees who do not share white Christian values and yet are entitled, by our wasteful Zionist controlled government, to tap into all of our public assistance programs? Well ... life may be less stressful for your average sodomite or minority who now has more rights than YOU do, but America we hate to say is no longer great, not by any stretch of the imagination, because it is infected with a myriad of debilitating "Jewish" thought control viruses. Because the "tail is now wagging the dog" American media is using its substantial
power and influence to blanket the entire planet with “Canaanite values” which of course is blamed on white America. Because “Jews” can often pass as white, they will deflect blame for their actions on whites whenever possible.

Getting back to the article in the Occidental Observer -- the author cannot seem to wrap his brain around the supposed discrepancy between Kohan’s status as a devout follower of Judaism and the depravity of her work -- or perhaps the author was forbidden by his editors from pointing a finger at her “religion” Judaism. Actually this is no discrepancy at all because the “religion” of Judaism is not what most people, and particularly most “Judeo-Christians” think it is. Judaism was NOT the predecessor to or basis of Christianity as touted by some “Jews” and their apologists and it is not in agreement with the precepts, history and commandments found in the Bible. Though widely believed in “Judeo-Christian” denominations, men of the same race as today’s “Jews” did NOT write the Bible. The Old Testament was written by WHITE prophets under the guidance of the Holy Spirit of God, who were at the time called “Hebrews”. The New Testament was also written by WHITE men. The Hebrew language bears much resemblance to English. This is because it is the language that was spoken by OUR ancient WHITE ancestors. Incredible confusion has arisen because around the sixth and seventh centuries AD when the nation of Khazaria became “Jewish” by royal decree, their native tongue, Yiddish, did not have an alphabet of its own. Rabbis, brought into Khazaria for the purpose of indoctrinating the masses applied Hebrew characters to the Yiddish language to give it a written form. Yiddish is the still the international language of the “Jews” which proves that they are not descended from the ancient Hebrews as is widely believed, but rather, as Arthur Koestler revealed in his book, the bulk of “Jewry” is descended from the Yiddish speaking Khazars, who after their diaspora in the 12th and 13th centuries AD became known as “Ashkenazi Jews”.

The religion of "Judaism" began as a corruption of Old Testament scripture because it was created by a morally corrupt Canaanite-Edomite priesthood looking for every possible excuse NOT to follow God’s commandments. The Talmud, which is the written basis of Judaism is derived from the oral “tradition of the elders”, also known as “Pharisaism”, after the “Pharisees” in Jesus’ time and before who concocted it. Within the Talmud can be found an abundance of psychotic, convoluted legalese intended to justify all types of sin, especially sinful actions against non-“Jews”, called “goyim” (who are given the status of animals) and “moral justification” designed to negate all of God’s commandments under an array of bizarre exceptions and loopholes, such as the Talmudic proclamation that it permissible to rape a boy under the age of nine because:

*If a boy under the age of nine perpetrated sodomy upon an adult, the adult is not liable for punishment, for the intercourse of a boy under nine years of age is not legally an act of intercourse. Since a child less than nine years old cannot commit sodomy, he can also not be the object of sodomy. (even though an adult is the one committing sodomy against the child!) BT Ketubot 11b, quoted from Judaism Discovered From Its Own Texts, Michael Hoffman, 2008, page 422*

So we see that a serial pedophile like Yehuda Kolko can actually find justification for being a sexual predator in his “holy” book, the Talmud. It is obvious that Talmudic “Jews” have gained control of America because our very legal system has become "Talmudic" in nature. The fact that almost half of our Supreme Court justices are Jews (despite the fact that “Jews” only comprise 2% of the American population) assures that every last vestige of Christian morality will soon be legislated out of existence. We can be sure, given the tribal nature of Zionist “Jews” that they will vote as one mind, and one bloc. There is further evidence of the Talmudic nature of the American legal system in the fact that if one has enough money to hire top notch lawyers one can get away with murder, as did O.J. Simpson. Dedicated shills to the Zionist beast such as Bill and Hillary Clinton...
Canaanite Values

or Obongo will be protected from ever having to face trial for their many crimes. Search the phrase “The Clinton Body Count”, look into the gay men friends of Obongo who mysteriously died to pave the way for his presidency. Look into the mysterious death of John F. Kennedy, Jr. who was killed (accidentally, of course) so that he would not reveal the murderers of his father in his magazine “George”. Meanwhile, if you aren’t well-connected or lack the resources for a good lawyer you could get locked up merely for possession of an ounce of marijuana. If this doesn’t seem “fair” it is because our legal system, from top to bottom is as complicated, corrupted and convoluted as possible with a vast array of exceptions and loopholes, exactly like the Talmud. This is the “Jewish”-Canaanite way of doing things. Unnecessary complexity helps keep a lot of people in business, a disproportionate number of them of the same race as the typical Hollywood television script writer or movie producer. The simplicity of God’s commandments would suffice as a basis for law, and in fact the Bible was the bedrock of law in modern nations founded by Caucasians, but the simplicity of common law has been replaced with tens of thousands of pages of Talmudic styled rules, regulations and loopholes which require “professional” interpretation, guaranteeing that the kosher legal gravy train keeps chugging along.

Luke 11:45-46 Then answered one of the lawyers, and said unto him, Master, thus saying thou reproachest us also. And he said, Woe unto you also, ye lawyers! for ye lade men with burdens grievous to be borne, and ye yourselves touch not the burdens with one of your fingers.

Luke 11:52 Woe unto you, lawyers! for ye have taken away the key of knowledge: ye entered not in yourselves, and them that were entering in ye hindered.

The “tradition of the elders” was the official religion of Judea in the few centuries before Christ was born. The scribes and Pharisees were largely Edomites (a Canaanite tribe) descended from patriarch Esau (brother of Jacob/Israel) by his Canaanite wives. By the time Jesus Christ came on the scene the religious and political establishment of Judea was completely dominated by Edomites. The wicked Herods were Edomites as were most of the Pharisees and lawyers who attempted to debate with Jesus and had Him brutally crucified because He exposed them for the liars and frauds that they were. He exposed their very religion as being corrupt and not inspired by God, but rather inspired by their “father the devil”. (John 8:44)

Matthew 15:6-9 ... Thus have ye made the commandment of God of none effect by your tradition. Ye hypocrites, well did Esaias prophesy of you, saying, This people draweth nigh unto me with their mouth, and honoureth me with their lips; but their heart is far from me. But in vain they do worship me, teaching for doctrines the commandments of men.

The oral "tradition of the elders" later became known as "Judaism" (after the Roman political region of Judea where it was spawned) and also "Talmudism" after the written text which records the pharisaic “Tradition of the Elders”. The Talmud was completed in ancient Babylon by 200 AD whereupon it became known as the “Babylonian Talmud” which is considered the definitive basis of today’s Judaism. Judaism is not only a “religion” but also a compendium of “Jewish”/Canaanite mysticism, a comprehensive legal system and a way of life for “Jews”. It is also a detailed strategy for world domination through the use of satanic tactics and deceptions such as those compiled in the stomach churning “Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion”. Unlike the Bible, the Babylonian Talmud is a massive tome consisting of a huge stack of volumes which begs the interpretation of “rabbis” (today’s equivalent of the ancient scribes and Pharisees) who are the ultimate purveyors and apologists for “Canaanite values” and the “spiritual” inspiration for Talmudic “Jews” who are having a great time destroying our Christian heritage and waging war of subversion against us.

The "religion" of Judaism is the product of Canaanite reasoning and it naturally appeals to a certain race of people more than any other,
just as the Bible appeals to a certain race of people more than any other. Consider the fact that there has never been a Christian nation founded by any race other than Caucasians! The religion of Judaism is naturally embraced by a people who are called “Jews” today, though their racial origin is NOT from the tribe of Judah as is almost universally believed, but rather from the tribes of Canaanites that occupied the land of Canaan (a.k.a. “the promised land”) prior to the Hebrews (who were white) under Joshua entering into it. The fact that there is an unbroken thread from the oral tradition of the Edomite-Canaanite scribes and Pharisees to today’s Judaism is attested to by “Jewish” scholars and “Jewish” encyclopedias:

With the destruction of the Temple (70 A.D.) the Sadducees disappeared altogether, leaving the regulation of all Jewish affairs in the hands of the Pharisees. Henceforth, Jewish life was regulated by the Pharisees; the whole history of Judaism was reconstructed from the Pharisaic point of view, and a new aspect was given to the Sanhedrin of the past. A new chain of tradition supplanted the older priestly tradition (Abot 1:1). Pharisaism shaped the character of Judaism and the life and thought of the Jew for all the future. Jewish Encyclopedia, 1905

The Jewish religion as it is today traces its descent, without a break, through all the centuries, from the Pharisees. Their leading ideas and methods found expression in a literature of enormous extent, of which a very great deal is still in existence. The Talmud is the largest and most important single piece of that literature and the study of it is essential for any real understanding of Pharisaism. Jewish Encyclopedia, 1943

Pharisaism became Talmudism, Talmudism became Medieval Rabbinism, and Medieval Rabbinism became Modern Rabbinism. But throughout these changes of name, inevitable adaptation of custom, and adjustment of Law, the spirit of the ancient Pharisee survives unaltered. When the Jew reads his prayers, he is reciting formulae prepared by pre-Maccabean scholars; when he dons the cloak prescribed for the Day of Atonement and Passover Eve, he is wearing the festival garment of ancient Jerusalem; when he studies the Talmud, he is actually repeating the arguments used in the Palestinian academies. Rabbi Dr. Louis Finkelstein, instructor of Talmud, later president of the Jewish Theological Seminary of America, Foreword to the First Edition of his book "The Pharisees, The Sociological Background of Their Faith", page XXI.

Jesus had nothing complimentary to say about the Pharisees and their corrupt, satanically inspired religion and according to Him unless one’s righteousness EXCEEDS that of the scribes and Pharisees that person would in NO case be a candidate for the Kingdom of God, a.k.a. “heaven” (Matthew 5:20). That’s not exactly a rousing endorsement. Jesus added that the scribes and Pharisees were "of their father the devil" (John 8:44) and He meant that LITERALLY, as we will explain. It is a fact that within the Talmud, which is the authoritative text of the religion of Judaism (not the Torah as some rabbis would have you believe) convoluted and ridiculous excuses can be found for ALL forms of sexual depravity, running the gamut from rape to pedophilia to bestiality. Thus, being a "devout" follower of Judaism could in itself be the perfect justification for just about any form of perversion or any atrocity, especially when committed against non-“Jews”.

The Occidental Observer article on “Jewish values” also introduces one Rabbi Schmuley Boteach, the author of a book entitled “The Jewish Guide to Adultery and Kosher Lust: Love Is Not the Answer” who proclaims "Lust is the pinnacle of holiness". To quote from the article, "Rabbi Schmuley pontificates absurdly in one of his popular sex manuals that 'If you put love and lust together, love stands no chance'". Yes, we’ve heard that line before in popular songs such as Tina Turner screeching “What’s love got to do with it ...", but wouldn’t this only be true for someone who has never known love? We would surmise that this rabbi has never actually known love (and if he has a wife we feel sorry for the woman) and he doesn’t stand a snowball’s chance in hell of ever knowing love with his attitude -- nor does Ms. Kohan, the consummate purveyor of filth disguised as "entertainment" and pumped through the sewer line of television into every living room in America. America would be far better off
without modern day Canaanites such as these lowering the bar of what is considered “normal” way down into the pits of hell. Even though the idea of a son masturbating to nude photos of his own mother is completely outlandish and unlikely even in these “last days” some young, budding pervert somewhere is going to take it to heart and unwittingly contribute to the “Jewish” cancer that is destroying us. Our national morality which was once based upon biblical morality is suffering the proverbial death by a thousand cuts as it is plastered over by "Jewish values" through the powerful and pervasive "Jewish"-supremacist owned and controlled mass media brainwashing machine. Hoffman’s book "Judaism Discovered -- From Its Own Texts" completely demolishes the myth that Judaism is a benign religion in some way akin to Christianity. He provides over a thousand pages of meticulous research, case studies and actual quotes from the Talmud to prove his point. A study of books such as Hoffman’s leads one to the conclusion that the common usage of an oxymoron like "Judeo-Christian" (as in "our Judeo- Christian heritage") amounts to a display of ignorance because our traditional heritage in the USA is simply Christian. The “Judeo” was added by infiltrating “Jews” who are skilled at psycho-linguistic manipulation which they use as a weapon against white, Christian culture. “Judeo” refers only to the religion of “Judaism”. The word "Judeo" does not belong in conjunction with the word “Christian” but it is a wonder to behold how many everyday pastors and TV evangelicals use this oxymoron regularly. Though televangelist Pat Robertson, for instance, may be applauded for the good work of his 700 Club and the fact that he interprets some scripture correctly, he appears to be ignorant with regard to the true identity of the so called "chosen" of God. Mr. Robertson plus all of the popular televangelists and most likely your own pastor believe that TODAY’S "Jews" are the same race as the WHITE patriarchs of the Bible and therefore are above reproach no matter how much blatant evil they commit against us and how much they revile God, Jesus Christ and the Bible. The Talmud, it may be noted, proclaims that Jesus is boiling in hot excrement for all times, that the Virgin Mary was a whore and that Jesus was the illegitimate son of a Roman soldier. We can be sure that when rabbis swap stories of their scams and deceptions while lounging in their saunas attempting to sweat fat off of their bellies they laugh at whites who’ve had the wool pulled over their eyes and brains and particularly white “Judeo-Christs” who have been hoodwinked into believing that the “Jews” are God’s “chosen people”. Somehow, some way, the brains of our “Jew” loving “Judeo-Christian” preachers do not register the fact that "Jews", such as the ones we are highlighting in this essay, are the prime movers and instigators of anything and everything that is ANTI-Christian, not to mention being the main proponents of political tyranny through socialism, communism, feminism, fascism, neo-conservatism, liberalism, humanism, multi-culturalism, etc. “Jews” are also famous for employing usury, financial speculation and tribal networking to absorb the wealth of their host nations. Not only have wealthy Zionist “Jews” become the new “elite” of America, but they are also the creators and natural proponents of every philosophical virus that is tearing apart the fabric of our formerly white, Christian nations and impoverishing and enslaving OUR people who must work harder and harder to make ends meet. How, one may ask can morally depraved, Christ hating "Jews" be the “chosen people” of God? Wake up to the truth! Talmudic, pharisaic, Zionist “Jews” are the real “racists” and they are destroying us from within while feeding on our substance and elevating themselves above us in every way. In America, the "stranger" among us has risen above us, just
as scripture has warned but our people are stupidly oblivious because of “Jewish” mass media brainwashing and because the pastors who SHOULD be opposing “Jewish”-supremacist power and educating their flocks are behaving as the "dumb dogs" foretold by the great Old Testament prophet Isaiah:

Isaiah 56:9-12 All ye beasts of the field, come to devour, yea, all ye beasts in the forest. His watchmen (pastors, preachers, evangelists) are blind: they are all ignorant, they are all dumb dogs, they cannot bark; sleeping, lying down, loving to slumber. Yea, they are greedy dogs which can never have enough, and they are shepherds that cannot understand: they all look to their own way, every one for his gain, from his quarter. Come ye, say they, I will fetch wine, and we will fill ourselves with strong drink; and to morrow shall be as this day, and much more abundant.

Anti-Christ supremacist, tribal "Jews" have become lords and masters over us through usury, secret society networking, financial speculation, moral degradation force fed to our people day and night though “Jewish” controlled mass media, and an “open border policy” sanctioned by our Zionist-controlled federal government so aliens can flood our lands to disenfranchise and blend white people out of existence. Meanwhile, white birthrates are lower than ever because, unlike most of these aliens, whites usually do not feel comfortable having offspring under financially challenging circumstances, which are always engineered by elite “Jews” in control of banking and multi-national corporate enterprise. Almost no one dares criticize anti-white, anti-Christian “Jews” publically because of enforced “political correctness” in the workplace or for fear of retribution from the likes of hatchet operations like the ADL or the ACLU or the Southern Poverty Law Center, ALL run by supremacist "Jews". There is a saying that goes “If you want to know who is in power consider WHO it is that you cannot talk about.” Scripture tells us that all of this calamity that has befallen the white race is the result of OUR people turning away from OUR God and toward the false gods and bogus belief systems of our day, and there are many of them such as Scientology, Mormonism, Jehova’s Witnesses, eastern religions, various New Age belief systems, Masonry (which is “Judaism” repackaged for so-called “gentiles”), humanism (another form of Judaism for mass consumption), and even luciferianism and satanism:

Deuteronomy 28:43-45 The stranger that is within thee shall get up above thee very high; and thou shalt come down very low. He shall lend to thee, and thou shalt not lend to him: he shall be the head, and thou shalt be the tail. Moreover all these curses shall come upon thee, and shall pursue thee, and overtake thee, till thou be destroyed; because thou hearkenedst not unto the voice of the LORD thy God, to keep his commandments and his statutes which he commanded thee:

Is there any other race besides “Jews” having organizations in place to squash righteous criticism of their criminal acts and morally repugnant activities? Does any other race NEED such an organization for “public relations”? Obviously the answer is NO, because only "Jews" have such organizations and they are extremely well financed. Is this not a huge "red flag" that would make a reasonable person doubt their outrageous claim of being "God's chosen people"? There are, however, a “peculiar people” called by God out of darkness and into light and that is Christians, who it may be said were “called” by God to be the chief proponents of Christianity:

I Peter 2:9 But ye are a chosen generation (race), a royal priesthood, an holy nation, a peculiar people: that ye should shew forth the praises of him who hath called you out of darkness into his marvellous light: (this refers to Christians descended from the twelve tribes of Israel)

The ridiculous popular notion that today’s "Jews" are God's "chosen people" makes it impossible to comprehend the Bible on any more than a rudimentary level. It causes our preachers to dwell endlessly on the “milk” of the word, never touching upon the “meat”.. Not knowing the "who's who" of the Bible is a fatal flaw that renders much of God’s Word
incomprehensible because much of the Bible is a RACIAL message to the “peculiar people” who are genuine heirs of the “Abrahamic Covenant” (Genesis 17). Unfortunately, the vast majority of US do not know who WE are! The pure white Anglo-Saxon, Germanic, Nordic and other Caucasian peoples are the descendants of the “LOST” tribes (sheep) of Israel but very few Caucasians are aware of this fact.

Matthew 15:24  But he (Jesus) answered and said, I am not sent but unto the lost sheep of the house of Israel.

Another major problem is that WE are not following God’s commandments because many of us believe they do not matter much anymore. Many whites believe that the Bible was written by and for the “Jews”. Because our people have allowed themselves to be deceived and have turned away from Him, God is using anti-Christ “Jews” and a “flood” of aliens into our lands to punish our people until we, collectively, realize how we’ve displeased God, repent and call out to Him for deliverance. Things will get so bad for the white race that our people will either curse God or call out to Him! Which side will YOU be on?

Revelation 12:15-17 And the serpent cast out of his mouth water as a flood (of alien peoples) after the woman, (white Christians) that he might cause her to be carried away (destroyed) of the flood. And the earth helped the woman, and the earth opened her mouth, and swallowed up the flood which the dragon cast out of his mouth. (divine intervention occurs) And the dragon (Satan) was wroth with the woman, and went to make war with the remnant of her seed, (the remaining white Christians) which keep the commandments of God, and have the testimony of Jesus Christ.

The most destructive deception of our day, promulgated by Satan's little workers is the role reversal in which the descendants of Esau (a.k.a. Edom or The House of Esau) have hijacked the title of “God’s chosen people” and those true descendants of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob through the twelve tribes of Israel are called “gentiles” or “goyim” as if they are a lower status of human being, even though the word “gentiles” would better have been translated in the KJV Bible as “nations”. These so called “gentiles” then have a problem in relating to a holy book that they believe is all about “the Jews”, not knowing in their confusion that the Bible was written by, about and for the WHITE descendants of the twelve tribes of Israel later known as “Christians” and that today’s “Jews” (whether any one of them is aware of this truth or not) are imposters pretending to be descendants of the ancient tribe of Judah. The true descendants of the tribe of Judah are to be found mostly among the Germanic people and their descendants. God has foretold us all things, and He tells us exactly who the imposters are in Revelation 2:9 and 3:9:

Revelation 2:9 I know thy works, and tribulation, and poverty, (but thou art rich) (referring to Christians] and I know the blasphemy of them which say they are Jews, and are not, but are lie; behold, I will make them to come and worship before thy feet, and to know that I have loved thee.

Revelation 3:9 Behold, I will make them of the synagogue of Satan, which say they are Jews, and are not, but do lie; behold, I will make them to come and worship before thy feet, and to know that I have loved thee.

Note in the above scripture the word “synagogue” which can only apply to one religion: Judaism. On the other hand, genuine God-fearing descendants of the twelve tribes of Israel have been given a new name (and that name is NOT “Jews”):

Isaiah 62:2 And the Gentiles (the nations arising from the twelve tribes of Israel) shall see thy righteousness, and all kings thy glory: and thou shalt be called by a new name, (Christians) which the mouth of the LORD shall name.

A majority of today’s “Jews” are descendants of Esau and his Canaanite wives, and other Canaanite tribes, whose blood was later mixed with Turkic and Asiatic bloodlines in the “Jewish” melting pot nation of Khazaria. The Khazars were displaced when their nation was overrun by the Mongols and the Rus in the 11th and 12th centuries AD. Many of these latter-day “Jews” migrated to Eastern Europe where they
lived in “ghettos”, not because they were oppressed, but rather because they disdained to assimilate into their host nations. From there they have dispersed to all of the rich nations established by white Christians and have come to dominate and decimate them through usury, secret societies, global networking, monopolization of trade, media control, infiltration of Christian churches, abolition of Christian traditions and morals and the building of powerful secret governments that overtake all legitimate governments established by and for "the people".

Prior to Hitler’s rise to power in Germany all media, trade and banking was dominated by “Jews” even though they only comprised a mere 1% of the German population. The Nazi regime was a reaction to “Jewish” parasitism, which, historically, knows NO bounds because the Canaanite-Zionist mindset is utterly selfish and devoid of empathy. The situation in America is equivalently dire with Zionists in key positions pushing for mass immigration into the U.S. in order to stir up various racial tensions (blacks vs. Hispanics, Hispanics and blacks vs. Muslims, everyone vs. whites) and to decimate and disenfranchise the white race in the nation founded by our ancestors.

Presidential candidate Donald Trump seems not to be a Zionist shill (like Hillary Clinton) and if elected there is a possibility that he may attempt to work for, and not against the American white majority. According to political commentator and former politician David Duke “The tribe hates Trump”. Duke, of course, is referring to the “tribe” of fanatical Zionist “Jews” who have seized control of America and use our nation as a “golem” for the “Jewish” state of Israel, conning our military into fighting Israel’s wars (which costs America trillions of dollars, and the loss of life and limb for OUR people), sending billions of dollars yearly to Israel as “welfare” so that Israel’s “Jewish” citizens may have FREE education -- which is not available to America’s debt-burdened students and, as we have mentioned, pushing multiculturalism and moral depravity on our people through federal programs and legislation, while at the same time supporting Israel’s “right” to be a pure “Jewish” state which prohibits immigration of non- “Jews”, considers Palestinians to be sub-humans worthy of extermination and has deemed mixed-race or homosexual marriage to be illegal! Zionist “Jews” see independent-minded Trump as a threat to their hegemony in America. For this reason, Duke believes they may try to have him assassinated. Let us be reminded that J.F.K. defied the Zionist beast and was murdered not long after he attempted to bypass the Federal Reserve by having the U.S. Treasury print several hundred million debt free dollars. No president since then has defied the Zionist power bloc. It will be interesting to see what develops with Trump. At the very least he has brought attention to some of the major problems that plague America – all of which can be attributed to the meddling, parasitism, deception and hypocrisy of fanatical Zionist “Jew”-Canaanites.

A close examination will reveal that "Jews" are not white, nor do they identify with whites, though they are able to pass as white when it suits them, especially for infiltration into white society.

We are not white symbolically, we are not white literally ... we should not permit ourselves to be lumped together with white America, for that is not where we belong. Jewish Post & Opinion, June 28, 1968, Prof. Leonard J. Fein, political scientist, from a speech at the Reform Rabbis’ meeting at Massachusetts Institute of Technology

It is not our intention to imply that all “Jews” are robots who are completely in agreement with the goals of the Zionist oligarchy. Some of them (and only God knows for sure) are quite out of synch with the tribe, such as Arthur Koestler, who wrote a book in the 1970s entitled “The Thirteenth Tribe” in which he proves that modern “Jews” are descended from the Khazars (and not from the ancient Hebrews). Both he and his wife were murdered
for his effort at dispensing the truth. This gives us a glimpse into how tribal unity is maintained. Lecturers Benjamin Freedman and Myron Fagan also provided much good information on how “Jews” control the U.S. government and how they corralled us into two world wars to fight for Zionist causes. Fagan, who had been a Hollywood scriptwriter, died financially destitute in his New York City apartment. There are without a doubt many “Jews” who aren’t fanatical Zionists intent on destroying the white race and taking over the world, BUT from the moment of their arrival in the U.S. the “Jews” as a tribal, collective force under the thumb of an iron fisted financial oligarchy and anti-Christian rabbinical establishment have been a cancer on America, which is why George Washington actually wished to ban them from entering into our then young nation. Benjamin Franklin expressed the same sentiment in his Pickney Papers and even Thomas Jefferson wrote that if the "Jews" are allowed freedom to operate in America they would change our form of government and our descendants (that's us) "will wake up homeless on the continent our forefathers conquered". Is this not exactly the situation we find ourselves in? Haven’t many of our people already lost their homes to foreclosure having been boxed into situations where their mortgages are “upside down”? Who were the manipulators behind this scam? Who has been behind all of the devastating "boom and bust cycles" that have plagued America for two centuries? Who has been behind an ever expanding government that is hopelessly in debt to a privately owned “Jewish” central bank (The Fed) and is slowly reducing us to penury, and even attempting to take away our very right to defend ourselves? All of the maladies affecting America may be attributed to the tribal-collectivist-Zionist “Jew” who has been using the same Pharisaic-Talmudic tactics for over two thousand years to decimate and destroy their “host” nations.

A century ago our ancestors lost most of their family farms due to artificially created depressions and corporate speculation fueled by financiers of the “house of Esau”. The warnings from the founders of this nation are not taught in our schools because the educational system in America is controlled by the so called “chosen people” who use it for indoctrination into their system of financial despotism, underpinned by their central bank and their debt-based Babylonian style money system in which every dollar comes into existence as an interest bearing loan to the federal government. The interest on this debt is then forcibly collected from citizen slaves by the IRS, which was established in 1913, the same year as the “Fed”. ALL of your taxes, except perhaps for FICA (Social Security, which may be a Ponzi scheme) are paid as interest to the “Jewish” oligarchs who own and control the entire economic system through their PRIVATE bank, the Federal Reserve, which is neither Federal, nor does it need any reserves because it simply creates the loans out of thin air. None of the federal taxation is used to fund new government operations as people believe. Government operations are always funded with more loans from the Fed to the government which is precisely why the federal debt keeps growing by unfathomable leaps and bounds – by trillions of dollars yearly. During the Obongo administration the national deficit has doubled. In other words, the debt to the Fed increased as much during his administration as it did under ALL of the presidents who had come before him! He has served his Canaanite-Zionist masters well. Since the coup in 1913 in which the Federal Reserve seized the power to create new money from the U.S. Treasury, it has always been owned and controlled by “Jews".
The “chosen people” myth began many centuries ago when most of ancient Israel’s was conquered, first by the Babylonians (600s BC) and then by the Assyrians (300s BC). Deportations of Hebrew (white) Israelites left a void in the land of Judea and this void was readily filled by descendants of Esau’s Canaanite offspring from the land of Idumea who moved north into Judea to fill the void. The defacto king of Judea circa 120 BC, a Pharisee by the name of John Hyrcanus, conquered the Edomites and forced them to get circumcised and convert to his religion of Pharisaism which they embraced with a fervor that no one could have imagined and later “enhanced” and recorded while residing in Babylon. Because these Canaanite-Edomites now occupied Judea, and because they were forced to adopt what was later called “Judaism” they became known as “Jews”. The name has stuck with them ever since even though they were NOT descendants of the tribe of Judah! True descendants of the tribe of Judah were known as “Judahites”. They were never known as “Jews”. Sloppy translation of the Bible into English only added to the confusion on this matter because the word “Jews” could either mean “Judeans” in general or Edomite-Canaanites specifically. In the context of the following scriptures the word “Jews” refers to the Edomite-Canaanites who were in opposition Jesus:

John 10:24-31 Then came the Jews (Canaanite-Edomites) round about him, and said unto him, How long dost thou make us to doubt? If thou be the Christ, tell us plainly. Jesus answered them, I told you, and ye believed not: the works that I do in my Father’s name, they bear witness of me. But ye believe not, because ye are not of my sheep, (because they were descended from Cain, Canaan, Esau and the Canaanites) as I said unto you. My sheep hear my voice, and I know them, and they follow me: And I give unto them eternal life; and they shall never perish, neither shall any man pluck them out of my hand. My Father, which gave them me, is greater than all; and no man is able to pluck them out of my Father’s hand. I and my Father are one.

Then the Jews took up stones again to stone him.

John 19:38 And after this Joseph of Arimathaea, being a disciple of Jesus, but secretly for fear of the Jews, (Edomite-Canaanites) besought Pilate that he might take away the body of Jesus: and Pilate gave him leave. He came therefore, and took the body of Jesus.

John 20:19 Then the same day at even, being the first day of the week, when the doors were shut where the disciples were assembled for fear of the Jews, (Canaanite-Edomites) came Jesus and stood in the midst, and saith unto them, Peace be unto you.

In the following context the word “Jews” refers to Judeans in general:

Acts 10:39 And we are witnesses of all things which he did both in the land of the Jews, (Judeans, residents of the region of Judea) and in Jerusalem; whom they slew and hanged on a tree:

In the Old Testament the term “the Jews” is not used until the book of II Kings which records events that took place long after the exodus from Egypt under the prophet Moses to the
promised land (then known as the land of Canaan). The bulk of people participating in this Exodus were WHITE Hebrews but there were many non-whites (a mixed multitude from Egypt) tagging along with them. Never were these whites referred to as “Jews” except much later when lumped in with all of the other residents of Judea. A modern parallel would be to call someone a “Californian”, which does not imply a race, but rather residency in a particular region. It is an egregious error among Judeo-Christians and scoffers who don’t know what they’re talking about to think that “the Jews” were those people who trekked across the desert to the Holy Land. This amazing error, no doubt promulgated by the natural enemies of God’s people, is a stumbling block to understanding the Bible. The ancestors of today’s “Jews” were those Canaanite tribes that were already living in the land of Canaan at the time of this exodus! Our enemies would have us be thoroughly confused as to the identity of the people who escaped from Egypt’s evil pharaoh. The miracles from God that made this possible (culminating in the parting of the Red Sea) were for the benefit of the WHITE people who had been enslaved under the Pharaoh’s regime. A modern day equivalent is our enslavement under the regime of Pharaoh Obongo, or our enslavement under the Zionists in control of the criminal enterprise called “The European Union”. We need a miracle from God once again to save our people!

Many Judahites (descendants of the tribe of Judah) and their cousins from the other tribes of Israel later became known as “Caucasians” because upon being released from the Babylonian and Assyrian captivities (600 – 300s BC) most of our ancient ancestors migrated north and great numbers of them trekked through the Caucasus Mountains en-route to what later became known as Europe. Still later, many of them embraced the truth of the Bible and became known as “Christians”. They became Christians because they had a natural affinity for the truth of the Bible, because they were Jesus “sheep”! These white people were never known as “Jews”. It is only the descendants of Canaanites and Edomites and Khazars who took on the name “Jews”. Upon their release from captivity by King Cyrus, (538 BC) 50,000 Hebrews who had been held as captives in the kingdom of Babylon decided to return to Judea rather than migrate northward as did the vast majority of their Israelite cousins, later to be known as Caucasians. By that time, Judea was completely dominated by the Canaanite-Edomite Pharisees whose religion was in direct contradiction to the Old Testament. This is why Jesus Christ and his disciples experienced such incredible resistance. Confirmation of this scenario even comes from the Zionist camp:

The return from Babylon and the adoption of the Babylonian Talmud, marked the end of Hebrewism (referring to the religion of the Old Testament) and the beginning of Judaism (referring to the religion of the Talmud). Rabbi Stephen Wise, leading Zionist organizer, 1874-1949.

Revelation 2:9 and 3:9 speaks to the fact that “Jews” may CLAIM to be descended from the tribe of Judah, but they are NOT. The sacking of Jerusalem by the Romans in 70AD marked the end of the Pharisaic-Herodic regime in Judea and the “Jews” (Canaanite-Edomites) were forced to disperse. Many of them migrated to Babylon where their rabbis completed the Babylonian Talmud. In the fifth through tenth centuries AD some of the descendants of these Edomite-Canaanite-Babylonian “Jews” migrated again, this tie eastward where they interbred with Turkic-Asiatic tribes in the Caucasus region south of modern day Russia. These tribes and their blended Canaanite-Turkic-Asiatic offspring were in turn converted to Judaism and also became known as “Jews”. This explains why there is so much racial “diversity” within “Jewry” and why “diversity is THEIR strength”, but not OUR strength as “Jewish” propagandists would have you believe.

In 640 AD King Bulen of Khazaria decreed that his 4000 or so nobles convert to Judaism and all of the various Canaanite-Turkic-Asiatic tribes in
Khazaria were expected to follow suit. Thus Khazaria became a "Jewish" nation and the descendants of the Khazars, now known as “Ashkenazi Jews” comprise 95% of modern Jewry.

Today’s “Jews” are not (barring later infusions of Caucasian blood) descendants of the biblical patriarch Jacob, and therefore they are not descendants of Jacob’s son Judah contrary to what nearly everyone in Christian denominationalism and evangelicalism believes. Today’s “Jews” are descendants of Jacob’s brother Esau who took Canaanite women as wives, which was a “grief of mind” to his white parents, Isaac and Rebekah. “Jews” are also descendants of later race mixers such as King Solomon of Israel, who had many hundreds of wives and concubines, most all of them taken from Canaanite or Egyptian stock:

Genesis 26:34-35 And Esau was forty years old when he took to wife Judith the daughter of Beeri the Hittite (the Hittites were a Canaanite tribe), and Basemath the daughter of Elon the Hittite: Which were a grief of mind unto Isaac and to Rebekah (Esau’s parents).

I Kings 11:1-4 But king Solomon loved many strange women, together with the daughter of Pharaoh, women of the Moabites, Ammonites, Edomites, Zidonians, and Hittites: Of the nations concerning which the LORD said unto the children of Israel, Ye shall not go in to them, neither shall they come in unto you: for surely they will turn away your heart after their gods: Solomon clave unto these in love. And he had seven hundred wives, princesses, and three hundred concubines: and his wives turned away his heart. For it came to pass, when Solomon was old, that his wives turned away his heart after other gods: and his heart was not perfect with the LORD his God, as was the heart of David his father.

There is a common theme running through world history which is that every time whites come together and establish a successful nation its decline is proportional to the degree of race mixing. It is not well known but the commandment “thou shalt not commit adultery” refers largely to adulteration of the pure seed line. This was the sin of Cain, Canaan, Esau and King Solomon. Decimation through adulteration was the fate of ancient Egypt, Israel, Assyria, Greece, the Roman Empire, and the theme repeats itself in all modern day white nations. “Jews”, the foremost proponents of “multiculturalism”, “diversity” and adulteration who are themselves an amalgamation of races, comprise what the Bible refers to as “the house of Esau”, which according to prophecy, will be obliterated at the end of this earth age. God will use the “house of Jacob” to accomplish this task:

Obadiah 1:17-18 But upon mount Zion shall be deliverance, and there shall be holiness; and the house of Jacob shall possess their possessions. And the house of Jacob (Caucasians) shall be a fire, and the house of Joseph (a subset of the house of Jacob) a flame, and the house of Esau for stubble, and they shall kindle in them, and devour them; and there shall not be any remaining of the house of Esau: for the LORD hath spoken it.

This stark prophecy casts an ominous shadow on the Zionist-Talmudic goal of “Pax Judaica” – 10,000 years of world domination when every “Jew” has thousands of “goy” slaves. The biblical prophecy, which their rabbis apparently take quite seriously, has “Jews” running around working frantically to brainwash, adulterate, blend out and obliterate the white race, and wipe out all traces of pure Christianity. Perhaps if there are none left in the house of Jacob, and Christianity is contaminated and forgotten, the “wise” and “learned elders of Zion” reason, the biblical prophecy from GOD regarding the
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obliteration of the “house of Esau” won’t be realized. The rabbis actually believe that they can argue with and bargain with the Creator of the universe and gain the upper hand. They believe they can make God change His mind. It should be obvious to a child that God does not change His mind or lose an argument because He is all powerful, more intelligent than anyone can possibly imagine and in complete control of the universe. His intentions are already recorded in prophecy and they will unfold as He has planned. Biblical prophecy is set in stone.

Malachi 3:6  For I am the LORD, I change not: therefore ye sons of Jacob are not consumed. (descendants of Jacob will survive beyond the end of the age)

This brings us to an obvious question: What was so terribly bad about the Canaanites and why are “Canaanite values” so despicable? The Canaanites tribes were descendants of the patriarch Canaan, who was a grandson of Noah through his son Ham. Ham, the brother of Shem and Japheth, had an incestuous relationship with his own mother, Noah’s wife. Even before this child of incest was born Noah, speaking for God (and not very happy as to what had transpired) proclaimed Canaan to be “cursed”.

Genesis 9:24-25 And Noah awoke from his wine, and knew what his younger son had done unto him. And he said, Cursed be Canaan;

Canaan, like his later counterpart Esau, sought wives among races other than his own and was the forefather of the racially mixed Canaanites. There were other races available to Canaan, as there were for Cain who found a wife in the land of Nod (wandering). Also within the Canaanite nation were found the offspring of “the sons of god” (fallen angels) who mated with "fair" (white) women, who bore them children who became “mighty men of old”, giants such as Goliath and his brothers. The term “giant”, however, does not necessarily mean “huge”. It could mean of some great accomplishment. The offspring of these fallen angels also apparently took wives and husbands from among the Canaanites, thus adding to the contaminated, mixed gene pool.

Genesis 6:1-4 And it came to pass, when men began to multiply on the face of the earth, and daughters were born unto them, That the sons of God saw the daughters of men that they were fair; and they took them wives of all which they chose. And the LORD said, My spirit shall not always strive with man, for that he also is flesh: yet his days shall be an hundred and twenty years. There were giants in the earth in those days; and also after that, (in the land of Canaan) when the sons of God came in unto the daughters of men, and they bare children to them, the same became mighty men which were of old, men of renown.

In the days of Joshua, the predecessor of Moses, the Canaanites were a filthy and disease ridden people, practicing all forms of sodomy, child sacrifice, the worship of false gods and compulsory prostitution for the women. Canaanite women were routinely required to lay in wait outside of their settlements, luring passers-by into sexual liaisons for money, which was added to the temple coffers. The genetics of these passers-by also contributed to the Canaanite genealogy. Each one of these liaisons also brought with it the potential of venereal and genetic diseases which caused physical and mental abnormalities in the offspring. There is no "race" of people on earth that suffers from more "neurosis" and genetic abnormalities than the "Jews" and this is because they are descended from the racially amalgamated Canaanites and have added even more bloodlines (and diseases) to the mix since those ancient days in the land of Canaan. The "Jewish" psychologist Sigmund Freud developed his bizarre theories mostly from the treatment of rich but neurotic Jewish women (who could afford his “treatment”) which somewhat skewed his ideas. When he came to the U.S. with his "gentile" (and more reasonable) peer Carl Jung, Freud is said to have remarked "We are bringing the plague to America". The "plague" he alluded to was the pseudo-science of psychology which was intended to slowly supplant Christianity and justify all forms of depravity and mental illness as simply being "neuroses" brought about by bad upbringing when tainted genetics and a dark spirituality are...
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probably much more to blame. These characteristics run in families. It is not surprising that scriptwriter J. Kohan is not the only member of her family who has made a career out of packaging sexual depravity as “entertainment”. “Canaanite values” run in families. According to the Occidental Observer article:

... Kohen's eldest brother David -- whom she considers, incidentally, as rather “tame” compared to herself... has been the single most important influence in America for the promotion of homosexuality on TV. David Kohan was the co-creator and producer of the hugely influential gay-themed sitcom Will & Grace. It was none other than Vice President Joe Biden who in 2013 openly acknowledged David Kohan’s seminal influence in casting a veil of glamour over homosexuality.

"Know them by their fruits" said Jesus Christ instructing us on exactly HOW to size up someone’s character.

Matthew 7:16-17 Ye shall know them by their fruits. Do men gather grapes of thorns, or figs of thistles? Even so every good tree bringeth forth good fruit; but a corrupt tree bringeth forth evil fruit.

Just look at the evil “fruit” of the descendants of Canaanites. In a world overcome by “Canaanite values” passed down through the millennia to their descendants, young children can be raped and it is not considered a crime! Homosexuality is no longer considered abnormal as it used to be, until sodomite pressure groups forced their Canaanite values on the psychology profession. Thus, as Biden exclaimed, what used to be an abnormality and a sin is now imbued with a “veil of glamour”. This happens to parallel what was happening in the land of Canaan three thousand years ago! The European Union just passed a law legalizing pedophilia among family members. Why did this law get passed? Because “Jews” descended by from Canaanites control the political system and design the laws for the European Union. The intention of laws such as this is to degrade and destroy white Christian culture and wreck families. The rape of children is a selfish, despicable act that leaves mental scars on a child for the rest of their lives, often traumatizing and pushing them over the edge toward becoming pedophiles themselves. This is but one of the abominations brought about because of “Canaanite values”.

In Hoffman's "Judaism Discovered" we learn that a culture of homosexuality pervades the rabbinical establishment and that rabbis who are pedophiles (and there are many of them) are rarely punished. Such inconveniences are usually swept under the carpet and the pain and frustration is silently borne by the victims and their families. Thus, victims of these perverts have little to no recourse within their "Kehillas" ("Jewish" networks and communities) because it is nearly impossible to go against the rabbinical establishment without suffering loss of reputation and employment. “Jewish” society is like a black hole from which no light escapes. It is tribal: tightly knit, self-regulating and non-assimilating. An unforgiving regime of "Oriental despotism" was used to enforce compliance within "Jewish" communities long before it was unleashed on Western society in the form of all of the "isms" we now labor under. Socialism, communism, fascism, Nazism, multi-culturalism, feminism, capitalism, etc. are all different aspects of the SAME global despotism. These vile systems are inventions of the trillionaire Rothschilds and their City of London “Jewish” banking fraternity, all designed to weaken and destabilize “the common people” so that the last thing on their minds would be to rise up in a pitchfork rebellion against the satanic bankers running the planet.

The “Jewish” Rothschild dynasty has a majority ownership of the privately-held stock in the Federal Reserve System. According to historian Eustace Mullins the Fed was established in order to get wars started. The funding for WWI and WWII would have been impossible without the Fed turning on the money tap. War is the most profitable business of all for international bankers, who get to lend trillions of dollars to BOTH sides of any war, and win or lose, the interest will be collected from both sides. The
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Canaanite—“Jews” behind the central bank scam are satanic heartless monsters who have profited from the deaths of hundreds of millions of people and the ruination of entire nations for profit.

One knows that America is a captive nation when considering that the majority of each successive presidential cabinet is comprised of "Jews", when four of the nine Supreme Court justices (almost half) are "Jews" and ALL of the Federal Reserve chairmen for the past forty years have been "Jews". This is extremely beyond the bounds of probability considering that “Jews” only comprise a mere 2% percent of the American population. Everything else of any size is controlled by “Jews” – the multi-national corporations, the major banks, the mainstream media, all levels of “education” (indoctrination), the chief Internet services such as Facebook, Google, Wikipedia, even the hopelessly corrupted major protestant church denominations bending over backwards not to offend the “Jews” with the straight truth of God’s word. Thus, "Canaanite values" have supplanted Christian moral values and western culture is but a shell of what it used to be. Many of the people of America are being brainwashed into thinking and behaving like their captors, thus becoming "twofold more the children of hell":

Matthew 23:13-15  But woe unto you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! for ye shut up the kingdom of heaven against men: for ye neither go in yourselves, neither suffer ye them that are entering to go in. Woe unto you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! for ye devour widows’ houses, and for a pretence make long prayer: therefore ye shall receive the greater damnation. Woe unto you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! for ye compass sea and land to make one proselyte, (converted to Pharisaism/Judaism) and when he is made, ye make him twofold more the child of hell than yourselves.

America is in grave danger and the day of reckoning is fast approaching as it was in Russia prior to the 1917 Bolshevik Revolution. The reader should be reminded that this so-called “revolution of the proletariat (working class)” was a horrendous bloodbath instigated by supremacist “Jews” financed by the Rothschild dynasty who seized power over the vast Russian empire converting it from a Christian monarchy to a communist hell hole. When the dust had settled over 60 million white Christians had been murdered and 95% of the top government positions in a land formerly ruled by the Christian Romanov dynasty were occupied by communist “Jews”. Ironically, 100 years later, Russia is once again embracing Christianity but in the west we are entering into a "tribulation" period which is the result of "Jewish" tyranny over our lands. America and all other white nations will be flooded with more and more aliens who do not share the old biblically based western moral values. They are not to be blamed for wanting to better their lives, but there is no reason their lives could not have been bettered in their own nations. The hoards of aliens coming into white nations will only create conflict and confusion, which is what the globalists want. The “globalist” paradigm enforced by sociopathic, tyrannical, perverse "Jews" will promote race mixing with increasing vigilence, the intention of which is to blend out what remains of the white race so as to create an amalgamated, rootless, brainwashed, dumbed-down race of slaves easily controlled by their "Jewish" masters. This is the "Pax Judaica" (utopia for the "Jews") dreamed of by descendants of the ancient Canaanites. For confirmation of this agenda simply take note of the television commercials. Many of them feature mixed race couples (black men with white women or vice versa) all out of proportion to what currently exists within the population.

As this is being written a half Indonesian (his real father was a Muslim by the name of Muhammad Subuh), possibly half “Jewish”, closet Muslim homosexual, with a transgender as a “wife”, who has been placed in the highest office of the land as a figurehead of “Jewish” power in America and a slap in the face to the descendants of America’s founders is proclaiming that public school bathrooms
formerly only for females must be available to males who believe they are females and vice versa. The modern day Communist Canaanite power mongers have thus created yet another aggravating problem (which was never before a problem), ostensibly for the benefit of a miniscule minority, which must be “solved” with more government tyranny.

Public school officials must now decide whether or not to agree with this new challenge from the federal government. If they refuse to go along with it their schools could either lose Federal funding or be sued by a power with unlimited financial resources. How much lower will our people have to sink before they wake up and realize that with each concession to “Jewish” power and “Canaanite values” we sink lower and lower until we are nothing but slaves, devoid of any rights or private property. This is the goal of the house of Esau, our natural enemy who suffers from a boundless “entitlement complex” and claims to be “the chosen people” of God, when in truth they are of “the Synagogue of Satan”;

With as much delusional fervor as suicide bombers who believe that they will get 70 virgins in heaven for completing their mission, Talmudic fanatics believe that every "Jew" is entitled to thousands of “goy” slaves, and that their utopia of world domination will last for 10,000 years. Biblical prophecy assures us that this will not come to pass, but in the meantime there will be a great deal of suffering for those who do not acquiesce to the “Jewish” beast and take its mark (see Revelation, Chapters 13, 16 and 19). We encourage you to keep strong, study God’s Word, stay close to Him and look forward to the dramatic conclusion of this earth age when the meek SHALL inherit the earth and the lovers of lies, deceptions, perversions and tyranny will be for “stubble”. The world will at last be free of “Canaanite values” and be at peace under OUR Saviour and King, Jesus Christ!

Psalm 37:11-40
{37:11} But the meek shall inherit the earth; and shall delight themselves in the abundance of peace.
{37:12} The wicked plottheth against the just, and gnasheth upon him with his teeth.
{37:13} The Lord shall laugh at him: for he seeth that his day is coming.
{37:14} The wicked have drawn out the sword, and have bent their bow, to cast down the poor and needy, and to slay such as be of upright conversation.
{37:15} Their sword shall enter into their own heart, and their bows shall be broken.
{37:16} A little that a righteous man hath is better than the riches of many wicked.
{37:17} For the arms of the wicked shall be broken: but the LORD upholdeth the righteous.
{37:18} The LORD knoweth the days of the upright; and their inheritance shall be forever.
{37:19} They shall not be ashamed in the evil time: and in the days of famine they shall be satisfied.
{37:20} But the wicked shall perish, and the enemies of the LORD shall be as the fat of lambs: they shall consume; into smoke shall they consume away.
{37:21} The wicked borroweth, and payeth not again: but the righteous sheweth mercy, and giveth.
{37:22} For such as be blessed of him shall inherit the earth; and they that be cursed of him shall be cut off. (this prophecy is paralleled in Obadiah 1:10)
{37:23} The steps of a good man are ordered by the LORD: and he delighteth in his way.
{37:24} Though he fall, he shall not be utterly cast down: for the LORD upholdeth him with his hand.
{37:25} I have been young, and now am old; yet have I not seen the righteous forsaken, nor his seed begging bread.
{37:26} He is ever merciful, and lendeth; and his seed (bloodline) is blessed.
{37:27} Depart from evil, and do good; and dwell for evermore.
{37:28} For the LORD loveth judgment, and forsaketh not his saints; they are preserved for ever: but the seed of the wicked (Edom and those allied with Edom) shall be cut off.
{37:29} The righteous shall inherit the land, and dwell therein forever.
{37:30} The mouth of the righteous speaketh wisdom, and his tongue talketh of judgment.
{37:31} The law of his God is in his heart; none of his steps shall slide.
{37:32} The wicked watcheth the righteous, and seeketh to slay him. (the descendants of Esau wish to slay the descendants of Jacob)
{37:33} The LORD will not leave him in his hand, nor condemn him when he is judged.
{37:34} Wait on the LORD, and keep his way, and he shall exalt thee to inherit the land: when the wicked are cut off, thou shalt see it.
{37:35} I have seen the wicked in great power, and spreading himself like a green bay tree.
{37:36} Yet he passed away, and, lo, he was not: yea, I sought him, but he could not be found. (see Obadiah 1:18)
{37:37} Mark the perfect man, and behold the upright: for the end of that man is peace.
{37:38} But the transgressors shall be destroyed together: the end of the wicked shall be cut off.
{37:39} But the salvation of the righteous is of the LORD: he is their strength in the time of trouble.
{37:40} And the LORD shall help them and deliver them: he shall deliver them from the wicked, and save them, because they trust in him.